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6 Locaties in uw favorieten

Erawan
"Refreshing Thai Massages"

by Unique Hotels Group

+81 3 3746 1399

Take a break from your hectic schedule and pamper yourself with some
relaxing spa therapies at Erawan. This day-spa is known for offering
authentic Thai massages and spa treatments. Operating since 2004, the
spa takes you away from the chaos of the city with its serene ambiance
and oriental decor. Opt for the classic foot reflexology session or indulge
in some relaxing aroma therapies, the spa menu has a lot to offer. The
friendly staff is well-trained and assures you of the much needed
rejuvenation. With their special couple offers, the spa is a great romantic
getaway where both of you can relax.
erawan.jp/roppongi/

erawantokyo@gmail.com

7-15-13 Roppongi Daiya
Heights 412, Minato City,
Tokyo

Shinjuku Gyo-en
"Former Imperial Garden"

by Kakidai

The Shinjuku Gyo-en blends Western and Eastern influences in its layout
with English, French and conventional Japanese gardens. It also features
quaint tea ceremony houses and a greenhouse with a considerable
collection of tropical plants. It is most famous for its 1500 cherry blossom
trees, which in early spring paint the whole place with different hues of
fluttering pink. An ideal place to get some fresh air, relax amidst nature
and lift your spirits.

+81 3 3350 0151

www.env.go.jp/garden/shinjukugyo
en/english/index.html

11 Koshu-Kaido Avenue, Tokyo

Odaiba
"A Floating Entertainment Paradise"

by fisag

A fine example of Japanese planning and ingenuity, Odaiba is an artificial
island located on the Tokyo Bay. The name 'Odaiba' finds its origins in the
network of six artificial islands which were built in 1853 by Egawa
Hidetatsu to protect the city of Edo, former name of Tokyo, from the
American Commodore Matthew Perry, whose fleet of Black Ships posed
an imminent threat. In modern times, this island has become a major
attraction for leisure and entertainment, withstanding the economic
collapse of Japan and other adversities. Today, Odaiba is home to a range
of shopping, dining and entertainment destinations, also being home to a
replica of the Statue of Liberty, which sits gloriously amid the background
of the Rainbow Bridge.

+81 3 3201 3331 (Tourist Information)

www.jnto.go.jp/eng/location/region
al/tokyo/odaiba.html

Odaiba, Tokyo

Yoyogi Park
"Tokyo's Central Park"
This naturally wooded park adjoins the Meiji Jingu Shrine, and until 1996,
it hosted Tokyo's amateur rock and roll bands, who strutted their stuff
every Sunday. They have since moved to Omotesando, and Yoyogi Park
has become quiet, and ideal for groups of friends and families who like to
enjoy a tranquil Sunday afternoon strolling by small ponds filled with koi
(Japanese carp). Rental bicycles are available within the grounds during
summer.

by MarcSantaCruz

+81 3 3469 6081

www.tokyo-park.or.jp/park/format/i
ndex039.html#googtrans(en)

2-1 Yoyogi-Kamizono-cho, SHibuya
City, Tokyo

Yakatabune Cruising Harumiya
"Scenic Tokyo Boat Cruise"

by Nesnad

+81 3 3644 1344

"Yakatabune" is a Japanese traditional boat. From on board, you can
admire a view of the beautiful landscape of Tokyo. Booking is necessary
before you join this cruise, so please make sure to check the cruise
schedule. The cost varies depending on specific routes and choice of food
options. All in all, a cruise on this boat is perfect for a special date. If you
wish to learn more, please contact Harumiya.
yakatabunetokyo.com/index.html

info@harumiya.co.jp

6-17-12 Higashisuna, Tokyo

Inokashira Park Zoo
"Paddle the Boats"

by Kakidai

+81 422 47 6900

Just a 15-minute walk from the trendy and youthful town of Kichijoji, this
park has enough to keep you interested for a full day. There is a large
pond where you can paddle rental boats, a zoo where you can pet some of
the caged animals, playground facilities for baseball or Frisbee games
with family and friends, and enough space and greenery for an ideal
picnic. On weekends the place even comes alive with street musicians and
artists. Inokashira Park is also one of the prime locations for viewing the
cherry blossoms in late March/early April.
www.kensetsu.metro.toky
o.jp/jimusho/seibuk/inokas
hira/en_index.html

S0200219@section.metro.t
okyo.jp

1-17-6 Gotenyama,
Musashino City, Tokyo
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